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ABSTRACT
Various psychological factors affect how individuals express
emotions. Yet, when we collect data intended for use in build-
ing emotion recognition systems, we often try to do so by
creating paradigms that are designed just with a focus on
eliciting emotional behavior. Algorithms trained with these
types of data are unlikely to function outside of controlled
environments because our emotions naturally change as
a function of these other factors. In this work, we study
how the multimodal expressions of emotion change when
an individual is under varying levels of stress. We hypoth-
esize that stress produces modulations that can hide the
true underlying emotions of individuals and that we can
make emotion recognition algorithms more generalizable
by controlling for variations in stress. To this end, we use
adversarial networks to decorrelate stress modulations from
emotion representations. We study how stress alters acoustic
and lexical emotional predictions, paying special attention
to how modulations due to stress affect the transferability
of learned emotion recognition models across domains. Our
results show that stress is indeed encoded in trained emo-
tion classifiers and that this encoding varies across levels
of emotions and across the lexical and acoustic modalities.
Our results also show that emotion recognition models that
control for stress during training have better generalizability
when applied to new domains, compared to models that do
not control for stress during training. We conclude that is is
necessary to consider the effect of extraneous psychologi-
cal factors when building and testing emotion recognition
models.
1 INTRODUCTION
Many extraneous psychological factors influence how indi-
viduals express and perceive emotions [37]. However, most
emotion recognition algorithms, rely on data collected in con-
trolled laboratory environments (e.g., [6, 7]) where influences
from such factors are either not present, or kept constant.
The performance of emotion recognition algorithms is likely
to vary when applied to data where these external psycho-
logical factors are present. In this work, we study how an
extraneous psychological factor, stress, affects multimodal
(acoustic+lexical) emotion classifiers. Stress can affect how
individuals produce and perceive emotion [37]. Yet, the ef-
fect of stress levels on the performance of state-of-the-art
emotion recognition systems has not been explored.
Extraneous psychological factors can act as confounding
factors, variables that influence both the output (e.g., emo-
tion) and the input (e.g., acoustic and lexical features). Not
controlling for confounding variables when training emo-
tion classifiers can cause the classifiers to learn unintentional
associations between the variables, associations that might
not replicate in real world scenarios. For instance, consider
a dataset where all the “sad” samples were unintentionally
recorded from individuals who were experiencing stress at
the time of recording. Not taking special care when building
the models could cause a trained classifier to erroneously
associate experiencing stress with being sad. In this work,
we study how stress alters the performance of trained emo-
tional classifiers in the context of neural networks. We then
see how performance is affected when tested on samples
out of domain, when we explicitly impede the network from
learning such associations.
Previous research showed that controlling for confound-
ing variables when training emotion recognition classifiers
results in more robust models when compared to models
trained without controlling for the same confounding vari-
ables. For instance, Abdelwahab et al. [1] and Gideon et
al. [17] showed that controlling for domain (i.e., data source),
as a confounding factor, when training emotion recognition
models results in improved cross-corpus generalization per-
formance when compared to performance of models that
were trained without controlling for domain as a confound-
ing factor. Most of the above mentioned methods rely on
samples obtained from the target domain to extract repre-
sentations that retain information only about emotion and
not domains. Our goal is to go beyond studying the effects
of variations due to domain and background noise on the
robustness of trained emotion recognition models, and in-
stead focus on how stress affects the learned acoustic and
lexical emotional representations. Unlike the commonly used
methods for learning domain invariance, we aim to accom-
plish generalizing person specific behavior by proactively
“unlearning” the modulations due to the presence of stress
while still retaining emotion information in representations.
In particular, we seek to answer the following questions:
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(1) Can we recognize stress given representations trained
solely for recognizing emotion? Is the stress recogni-
tion performance similar across the lexical and acous-
tic modalities?
(2) Can we completely decorrelate emotion representa-
tions from stress representations? If so, how does this
decorrelation impact the performance of emotion clas-
sifiers?
(3) Does the impact of decorrelation on the performance
of emotion classifiers vary given different levels of
stress?
(4) Does decorrelating these representations (i.e., emotion
and stress) aid in model generalizability?
(5) Can we proactively remove other types of confounders
(e.g., spontaneity) to improve cross-dataset performance?
(6) Are there identifiable lexical patterns in samples that
are especially successfully classified by the adversari-
ally trained model for emotion classification?
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that stud-
ies the interplay between emotion and stress in the context of
automatic emotion recognition and representation learning.
2 RELATEDWORK
Previous research has looked at removing confounding fac-
tors as a graph problem, with methods such as graph prun-
ing [35], surgery estimation [42] and counterfactual adjust-
ments. These methods are usually limited to data in low
feature space unlike speech or language representations. In
the context of neural networks, controlling for confound-
ing factors during training is commonly achieved via the
adversarial training paradigm [13, 16, 30, 33, 36, 46]. In this
paradigm, a network learns how to perform a specific task
(e.g., detect emotion) while at the same time “unlearns” how
to perform another task (e.g., detect stress).
One group of methods have considered confounding fac-
tors that are either singularly labeled or cannot be labeled.
Ben-David et. al [3] showed that a classifier trained to predict
the sentiment of reviews can implicitly learn to predict the
category of the products. The authors used an adversarial
multi-task classifier to learn domain invariant sentiment rep-
resentations. Shinohara [40] used an adversarial approach
to train noise-robust networks for automatic speech recogni-
tion. They used domain (i.e., background noise) as the adver-
sarial task while training the model to obtain representations
that are both senone-discriminative and domain-invariant.
In emotion recognition applications, Abdelwahab et al. [1]
used domain adversarial networks to improve cross-corpus
generalization for emotion recognition tasks.
Another group of methods handles confounding factors
that were explicitly labeled during the data collection pro-
cess. Meng et al. [33] used adversarial multi-task learning
to curtail variances due to speaker identity when training
automatic speech recognition systems, demonstrating how
controlling for such variations improves generalization per-
formance. McHardy et al. [31] used the same approach to
prevent the network from learning publication source char-
acteristics while being primarily trained for recognizing in-
stances of satire. They demonstrated how classifiers trained
to predict satire often predict publication source, by associ-
ating the publication source to the intended target label.
Adversarial multi-task learning was also used in other
fields (e.g., computer vision, language processing) to train
models that are invariant to certain properties, yet discrim-
inative with respect to others [13, 16, 30]. Given a source
domain and a target domain, the goal is to study how control-
ling for an extraneous confounding factor when training our
emotion recognition models on the source domain affects
the performance of the trained models on both source and
target domains. Previous research has shown that although
controlling for extraneous confounders while training mod-
els causes the performance to drop on the source domain, it
improves the performance on the target domain [30, 44].
3 DATASETS AND FEATURES
Datasets
We use three datasets to study the effect of stress on emo-
tion recognition: (1) Multimodal Stressed Emotion (MuSE)
dataset [19]; (2) Interactive Emotional Dyadic MOtion Cap-
ture (IEMOCAP) dataset [6]; and (3) MSP-Improv dataset [7].
MuSE. The MuSE dataset was collected to understand the
interplay between stress and emotion in natural spoken com-
munication. The dataset consists of 55 recordings from 28 par-
ticipants. Each participant in the dataset was recorded across
two sessions: stressed and not-stressed (one person only par-
ticipated in the stressed condition). Stress was elicited by
recording data during the final exam period at the University
of Michigan while data for the not-stressed condition were
recorded after exams concluded. Emotions were induced in
the participants via video stimuli and via emotionally evoca-
tive monologue topics [2]. Utterances were created in the
dataset by identifying prosodic or lexical boundaries in spon-
taneous speech in the monologues as defined in [25]. The
final dataset that we use in this study has a total duration of
around 10 hours from 2,648 utterances. Data selection was
performed to exclude utterances less than three seconds and
greater than 35 seconds. The assumption behind this exclu-
sion criteria was that shorter utterances may not capture
enough emotional information while longer utterances may
capture varying emotional information [23].
IEMOCAP. The IEMOCAP dataset was created to explore
the relationship between emotion, gestures, and speech. Pairs
of actors, one male and one female (five males and five fe-
males in total), were recorded over five sessions. Each session
consisted of a pair performing either a series of given scripts
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or improvisational scenarios. The data were segmented by
speaker turn, resulting in a total of 10,039 utterances (5,255
scripted turns and 4,784 improvised turns).
MSP-Improv. The MSP-Improv dataset was collected to
capture naturalistic emotions from improvised scenarios. It
partially controlled for lexical content by including target
sentences with fixed lexical content that are embedded in
different emotional scenarios. The data were divided into
652 target sentences, 4,381 improvised turns (the remainder
of the improvised scenario, excluding the target sentence),
2,785 natural interactions (interactions between the actors in
between recordings of the scenarios), and 620 read sentences
for a total of 8,438 utterances.
Labels
Emotion Labels. Each utterance in the MuSE dataset was
labeled for activation and valence on a nine-point Likert
scale by eight crowd-sourced annotators [19], who observed
the data in random order across subjects. We average the
annotations to obtain a mean score for each utterance, and
then bin the mean score into one of three classes, defined as,
{“low”: [min, 4.5], “mid”: (4.5, 5.5], “high”: (5.5, max]}. The
resulting distribution for activation is: {“high”: 24.58%, “mid”:
40.97% and “low”: 34.45%} and for valence is {“high”: 29.16%,
“mid”: 40.44% and “low”: 30.40%}. Utterances in IEMOCAP
and MSP-Improv were annotated for valence and activation
on a five-point Likert scale. The annotated activation and
valence values were averaged for an utterance and binned
as: {“low”: [1, 2.75], “mid”: (2.75, 3.25], “high”: (3.25, max]}
Stress Labels. Utterances in the the MuSE dataset include
stress annotations, in addition to the activation and valence
annotations. The stress annotations for each session were
self-reported by the participants using the Perceived Stress
Scale (PSS) [10]. We perform a paired t-test for subject wise
PSS scores, and find that the scores are significantly different
for both sets (16.11 vs 18.53) at p < 0.05. This especially
true for question three (3.15 vs 3.72), and hence, we double
the weightage of the score for this question while obtain-
ing the final sum. We bin the original nine-point adjusted
stress scores into three classes, {“low”: (min, mean−2], “mid”:
(mean−2, mean+2], “high”: (mean+2, max]}. We assign the
same stress label to all utterances from the same session. The
distribution of our data for stress is “high”: 40.33%, “mid”:
25.78% and “low”: 38.89%
ImprovisationLabels.Utterances in the IEMOCAP dataset
were recorded in either a scripted scenario or an improvised
one. We label each utterance with a binary value {“scripted”,
“improvised”} to reflect this information.
Features
The goal is to study the effect of stress on trained multimodal
(acoustic and lexical) emotion classifiers.
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Figure 1: Adversarial multi-task network architecture.
Acoustic.We use Mel Filterbank (MFB) features, which
are frequently used in speech processing applications, in-
cluding speech recognition, and emotion recognition [22,
26]. We extract the 40-dimensional MFB features using a
25-millisecond Hamming window with a step-size of 10-
milliseconds. As a result, each utterance is represented as a
sequence of 40-dimensional feature vectors. We z-normalize
the acoustic features by session for each speaker.
Lexical. We have human transcribed data available for
MuSE and IEMOCAP. We use the word2vec representation
based on these transcriptions, which has shown success in
sentiment and emotion analysis tasks [24].We represent each
word in the text input as a 300-dimensional vector using a
pre-trained word2vec model [34], replacing out-of-vocab
words with the ⟨unk⟩ token. Each utterance is represented
as a sequence of 300-dimensional feature vectors. We use
just acoustic inputs for MSP-Improv because human tran-
scriptions are not available.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe the network architecture and the
training recipe of the two emotion recognition models, one
that controls for stress as a confound and one that does not.
Architecture
The network consists of three components (Figure 1): (1)
embedding sub-network; (2) emotion classifier; and (3) stress
classifier. The embedding sub-network induces fixed-size
representations given the acoustic and lexical input streams.
In Figure 1, the concatenation layer of acoustic and lexical
stream shows the induced fixed-size representations. The
emotion and stress classifiers perform their respective classi-
fication tasks given the fixed-size representations from the
embedding sub-network. We use two variants of the embed-
ding sub-network in this work: a unimodal and a multimodal
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variant. The unimodal embedding sub-network takes a sin-
gle stream (acoustic or lexical) input while the multimodal
embedding sub-network takes a two-stream (acoustic and
lexical) input. The objective of the adversarial multi-task sys-
tem is to maximize the performance of the emotion classifier
while minimizing the performance of the stress classifier.
Stress-Invariance. The network is trained to unlearn
stress. We achieve this goal using a Gradient Reversal Layer
(GRL) [15]. The use of GRLs is a common approach that
can be used to train networks that are invariant to specific
properties [1, 13, 16, 30, 33, 40]. During the backward pass of
the training phase, the GRL multiplies the backpropagated
gradients by −λ. During the forward pass, the GRL acts as an
identity function. To make the network invariant to stress,
we place the GRL between the embedding sub-network and
the stress classifier as shown in Figure 1.
Model Variations. We use 12 variants of the network
shown in Figure 1 with the following combinations: {normal-
classification, adversarial-classification} × {activation, valence}
× {uni-lexical, uni-acoustic, multimodal}. The normal classifi-
cation setup consists of the embedding sub-network (lexical,
acoustic, or multimodal) and the emotion classifier (activa-
tion or valence) parts of the model. The adversarial classifi-
cation setup adds the adversarial stress classifier.
Training
We implement models using the Keras library [8]. We use a
weighted cross-entropy loss function for each task and learn
the model parameters using the RMSProp optimizer [43].
We train our networks for a maximum of 50 epochs and
monitor the validation loss from the emotion classifier after
each epoch, stopping the training if the validation loss does
not improve after five consecutive epochs. Once the training
process ends, we revert the network’s weights to those that
achieved the lowest validation loss on the emotion classi-
fication task. For the adversarial classification model, we
ensure that the chosen model yields a validation unweighted
average recall (UAR) that is random (0.33) for the stress clas-
sification task. Finally, we train each setup three times with
different random seeds and average the predictions over
these runs to reduce variations due to random initialization.
We use validation samples for hyper-parameter selection
and early stopping. The hyper-parameters that we use in
our search include: number of convolutional layers {3, 4},
number of convolutional kernels {2, 3}, conv. layers width
{32, 64, 128}, 1D max-pooling kernel width {2}, number of
GRU layers {2, 3}, GRU layers width {32}, number of dense
layers {1, 2}, dense layers width {32, 64}, GRL λ {0.3, 0.6, 0.8}.
For the adversarial emotion classification setups, we use
the hyper-parameters that maximize the validation emotion
classification performance while minimizing the validation
stress classification performance. We assess performance
using UAR, given the imbalanced nature of our data [39].
5 ANALYSIS
Question 1
Question:Canwe recognize stress given representations trained
solely for recognizing emotion?
Hypothesis:We expect the performance of detecting stress from
representations obtained by training emotion classifiers to vary
depending on the modality, and the emotion being modeled.
Stress has been shown to have varying effects on both the
linguistic [5] and para-linguistic [37, 41] components of com-
munication. Previous work has also demonstrated that the
lexical part of speech carries more information about valence
while the para-linguistic part carries more information about
activation [22]. As a result, we expect the performance of
stress classification to vary based on modality, and emotion
dimension being modeled.
To test our hypothesis, we train the 12 model variants
described in section 4 with five-fold speaker-independent
cross-validation. We report the average across the five folds
for the normal classification and the adversarial classification
setups in Tables 1a and 1b for predicting activation and va-
lence, respectively. Our results show that a network trained
to only recognize emotion is generally discriminative for
stress. For instance, we obtain a maximum UAR of 0.425
when using a multimodal network that was trained to only
detect activation; and a maximum UAR of 0.397 when using
multimodal network that was trained to only detect valence.
Our results in Table 1a suggest that the acoustic modality
encodes information that is relevant for recognizing stress
and activation. In contrast, the results show that the repre-
sentations trained on lexical modality encode information
that is relevant for detecting valence but not for stress. Our
findings are consistent with previous research that demon-
strated that stress is encoded in acoustic features [5, 11, 14].
Question 2
Question: Can we decorrelate emotion representations from
stress representations? How does it impact performance of emo-
tion classifiers?
Hypothesis: Decorrelating the stress and emotion representa-
tions will cause a decrease in emotion classification perfor-
mance on the source domain.
Previous research demonstrated that controlling for con-
founders during the training process can cause the perfor-
mance of the main task on the same dataset to decrease [31,
42]. For instance, Zhang et al. [31] showed that the perfor-
mance of detecting sarcasm decreases when controlling for
publication as a confounding variable in the training process,
but the prediction accuracy increases on an unseen publica-
tion set. Similarly, Ganin et al. [16] showed that controlling
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Table 1: UAR (chance = 0.333) for predicting activation (left) and valence (right) in adversarial and non-adversarial (normal) setups. Bold
signifies significantly different performance (paired t -test, α < 0.05).
Normal Adversarial
Setup Act. Stress Act. Stress
Unimodal (A) 0.611 0.412 0.572 0.305
Unimodal (L) 0.550 0.394 0.527 0.332
Multimodal (A+L) 0.659 0.425 0.613 0.322
(a) Activation
Normal Adversarial
Setup Val. Stress Val. Stress
Unimodal (A) 0.460 0.396 0.431 0.332
Unimodal (L) 0.685 0.353 0.674 0.323
Multimodal (A+L) 0.666 0.397 0.641 0.328
(b) Valence
Table 2: Confusion matrices for activation (left) and valence (right) showing percentage change in classification performance of the multi-
modal setup for each emotion class after controlling for stress.
Low Stress High Stress
Act. (0) (1) (2) (0) (1) (2)
(0) −1.21 −0.22 +1.44 +1.30 −2.11 +7.35
(1) +4.22 −2.73 +1.31 +18.40 −22.03 +14.80
(2) −2.01 +6.66 −6.38 −8.81 +6.21 −3.14
(a) Activation
Low Stress High Stress
Val. (0) (1) (2) (0) (1) (2)
(0) −1.66 +1.12 +1.11 −8.22 +7.88 +1.33
(1) −0.76 −2.22 +0.87 −2.31 −6.11 +4.26
(2) −1.01 +0.31 +1.45 −1.15 −2.10 +0.79
(b) Valence
for domain while training a network for detecting sentiment
can result in a performance reduction on the main task. The
reduction in performance on the main task, after controlling
for an extraneous confounding variable, can be attributed
to the removal of information that the model can use as a
“shortcut” for achieving the main task.
Our results show that (Tables 1a and 1b):
• Activation classification performance decreases given
adversarial training. This decrease is statistically sig-
nificant for the acoustic (6.382% drop in UAR) and
multimodal (6.980% drop in UAR) setups.
• Valence classification performance decreases given
adversarial training. This decrease is statistically sig-
nificant for the multimodal setup (3.754% drop).
The reduction in performance in the main task after control-
ling for a confounding variable can also be caused by the
removal of information that is equally beneficial for both
detecting stress and detecting emotion. Our results in further
sections , however, show that models that control for stress
are better able to recognize emotion in new domains, com-
pared to models that do not control for stress. This suggests
that the process of “unlearning” stress does not come at the
expense of the primary task of emotion detection.
Question 3
Question: Does the impact on the performance of emotion clas-
sifiers vary given different levels of stress
Hypothesis: The valence and activation emotion classes (low,
medium, and high) are impacted differently by stress.
Prior research demonstrated that emotions produced by
stressed individuals are not recognized in the same way
as those by non-stressed individuals [37]. In particular, re-
searchers found that speech patterns of negative emotions
produced by stressed individuals are more difficult to rec-
ognize than negative emotions produced by non-stressed
individuals [37]. We expect similar patterns to hold in auto-
matic emotion recognition systems. That is, we expect the
presence of stress to have a varying effect on the perfor-
mance of the classifier depending on the emotion class (for
valence and activation), and the amount of stress induced.
To test our hypothesis, we study how the performance of
the classifier varies for each emotion class when we control
for stress. We report the changes in performance, after con-
trolling for stress, for each emotion class, grouped by stress
level (low, high), in Table 2. The results in the table show:
• High levels of stress impact classificationmore strongly
(3.89% and 2.41% drop in UAR for activation and va-
lence, respectively) than low levels of stress do (1.44%
and 0.31% drop in UAR for activation and valence,
respectively). This is generally true for all emotion
classes (valence and activation).
• High levels of stress have the biggest impact on mid
level of activation predictions (22.03% drop in accuracy
for detecting neutral activation).
• High levels of stress have the biggest impact on low
valence predictions (8.22% drop for low valence).
The results show that stress level effects emotion recognition,
for both activation and valence. This drop in performance
can be attributed to changes in the perceived emotions by
the annotators. Researchers have demonstrated that stressed
sentences are usually perceived by annotators to be more
neutral than they were originally intended to be [37].
Question 4
Question: Does the process of decorrelating these representa-
tions (i.e., emotion and stress) aid in model generalizability?
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Table 3: Performance (UAR) predicting activation (left) and valence
(right) in non-adversarial and adversarial (for best lambda value)
for self-partition onMuSE. Bold signifies significantly different per-
formance (paired t -test, α < 0.05).
Normal Adversarial
Act Val Act Val
Train: Stress (Medium + High) Test: Stress (Low)
Unimodal (A) 0.623 0.451 0.582 0.453
Unimodal (L) 0.561 0.654 0.548 0.691
Multimodal (A+L) 0.650 0.673 0.662 0.703
Train: Stress (Low + High) Test: Stress (Medium)
Unimodal (A) 0.610 0.420 0.628 0.432
Unimodal (L) 0.520 0.672 0.545 0.669
Multimodal (A+L) 0.602 0.621 0.638 0.649
Train: Stress (Medium + High) Test: Stress (Low)
Unimodal (A) 0.582 0.384 0.605 0.411
Unimodal (L) 0.540 0.630 0.513 0.652
Multimodal (A+L) 0.642 0.621 0.647 0.637
Hypothesis: Removing the confounding factor stress would aid
in creating models that are more generalizable across datasets.
Previous research has shown that laboratory collected datasets
are too small and often fail to capture the complete distribu-
tion of the domain [18, 28] present in the real world. These
datasets are often plagued with unintentional correlational
factors [27, 28]. Hence we believe that removingmodulations
due to stress should aid the generalizability of the model to
datasets, where this psychological factor is either unmea-
sured or the distribution is non-uniform between training
and testing.
To answer if the models trained on MuSE dataset gen-
eralize better, we perform two sets of experiments: (a) self
generalizability in artificially partitioned datasets with dif-
ferent stress distributions for evidence of concept and (b)
cross-dataset generalizability.
Artificially SegmentedWithin-Dataset Performance.
We run the first set of experiments by creating partitions
of data by stress level. We do this to create artificially mis-
matched environments between training and testing. We
reserve one set to be test set (target), while keeping the other
two for training and validation combined (source). This is
in similar vein to partitioning created across confounding
factor for UCI Bike Rentals Dataset in [42]. To ensure speaker
independent sets, we divide the training set using an 80:20
split (train and validation), ensuring no speakers overlap. We
run these models n times where n is the number of speakers
in test data, that are also present in train/validation data. For
each run, we remove one speaker from the train/validation
data and test on that speaker. We calculate the average test
performance of all these runs as the performance of the
model for that setup.
We report our results in Table 3. When we consider low
levels of stress as our target, we see that adversarial clas-
sification significantly improves performance over normal
classification for multimodal setup for activation and for
both, lexical and multimodal setup for valence. Considering
mid levels of stress as our target, adversarial classification
significantly improves performance over normal classifica-
tion for all setups for activation and for both, acoustic and
multimodal setup for valence. Subsequently considering high
levels of stress as our target, adversarial classification signif-
icantly improves performance over normal classification for
acoustic setups for activation and for all setups for valence.
Cross-dataset Performance.Now thatwe have evidence
for concept for artificially mismatched distributions that re-
moving stress as a confounding factor can aid generalizabil-
ity, we ask if adversarially removing encoded stress from
emotion representation improves cross-dataset performance.
We assume that we previously do not have any samples from
the target dataset to train our model, to test generalizabil-
ity at deployment. We train a dataset on complete MuSE
data, keeping 20% of speaker independent data for valida-
tion of hyper-parameters. Then we use the trained model to
test on IEMOCAP for a combination of acoustic, lexical and
multimodal inputs and on MSP-Improv for acoustic inputs.
We report our results of comparing the performance of
the adversarial and normal models (Table 4):
• Activation: There is a significant increase in perfor-
mance in all setups when the adversarial classification
model is tested on IEMOCAP. We observe a significant
increase in performance in acoustic setup of adversar-
ial classification model (0.404 vs 0.421) when tested on
MSP-Improv.
• Valence: There is a significant increase in performance
using acoustic setup (0.376 vs 0.401) and multimodal
setup (0.431 vs 0.472) of adversarial model when tested
on IEMOCAP. We see no significant difference in per-
formance when testing on MSP-Improv using adver-
sarial classification model .
Based on these results, we understand that removal of a
psychological confounding factor, stress, generally aids in
the generalizability of the model on completely unseen data,
where the distribution of this confounding factor is unknown.
Question 5
Question:Canwe proactively remove other types of confounders
to improve cross-dataset performance?
Hypothesis: Removing the confounding factor of spontaneity
in IEMOCAP will improve cross-dataset performance.
We observed in the last question that “unlearning" the con-
founder stress can aid generalizability. Now, we want to see
if the same method can be used to make models trained
using other datasets more reliable to change in target data
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Table 4: Performance (in UAR) predicting activation (left) and va-
lence (right) in non-adversarial and adversarial (for best lambda
value) setups across datasets when trained on MuSE. Bold signifies
significantly different performance (paired t -test, α < 0.05).
Normal Adversarial
Act Val Act Val
MuSE to IEMOCAP
Unimodal (A) 0.419 0.376 0.448 0.401
Unimodal (L) 0.401 0.433 0.436 0.447
Multimodal (A+L) 0.422 0.431 0.459 0.472
MuSE to MSP-Improv
Unimodal (A) 0.404 0.368 0.431 0.372
distribution. We hypothesize that decorrelating the effect
of spontaneity on emotion representation will lead to mod-
els that generalize better. This is because, as shown in [29],
the emotional content expression is different in scripted vs
spontaneous speech, and hence should modulate the emo-
tion representation in trained model. To this end, we use the
IEMOCAP dataset which has utterances that come from ses-
sions that are both scripted and improvised. We do not use
MSP-Improv for similar analysis here, because the scripted
sessions, by corpus design, have limited lexical content and
hence wouldn’t cover enough input representation space
for generalizability. We train the same 12 model variants de-
scribed in section 4 replacing the adversarial stress classifier
sub-component with adversarial spontaneity classifier for
this analysis.
We report our results in Table 5. We compare the perfor-
mance of the adversarial and normal models:
• Activation: There is a significant increase in perfor-
mance in lexical (0.401 vs 0.425) and multimodal setup
(0.433 vs 0.467) when the adversarial model is tested
on MuSE dataset. We see no significant difference in
performance when the adversarially trained model is
tested on MSP-Improv.
• Valence: There is a significant increase in the perfor-
mance using all setups of the adversarial classification
model when tested on MuSE. We observe a significant
increase in the performance in the acoustic setup of
the adversarial model (0.410 vs 0.438) when tested on
MSP-Improv.
We see that the removal of modulations due to the data
collection methodology improves generalizability for many
cross-dataset cases. This suggests that this method can be
extended to train stabler models by explicitly accounting for
confounding variables in limited amounts of training data.
Question 6
Question: Are there identifiable lexical patterns in samples
that are especially successfully classified by the adversarially
trained model for emotion classification?
Table 5: Performance (in UAR) predicting activation (left) and va-
lence (right) in non-adversarial and adversarial (for best lambda
value) setups across datasets when trained on IEMOCAP. Bold sig-
nifies significantly different performance (paired t -test, α < 0.05).
Normal Adversarial
Act Val Act Val
IEMOCAP to MuSE
Unimodal (A) 0.428 0.401 0.427 0.431
Unimodal (L) 0.401 0.423 0.425 0.455
Multimodal (A+L) 0.430 0.429 0.463 0.468
IEMOCAP to MSP-Improv
Unimodal (A) 0.414 0.410 0.402 0.439
Hypothesis: Certain properties of input features correlate with
the increase in probability of successful classification in adver-
sarially trained emotion recognition models.
Our results in questions 4 and 5 of section 5 demonstrate
that decorrelating the representations from modulations due
to confounding factors can positively affect the classifica-
tion performance of our trained emotion recognition models
when applied to datasets whose properties differ from the
data on which the models were trained.
In this section, we aim to understand what properties of
input features in a given sample correlate with the probabil-
ity of successful classification in trained emotion recognition
models due to decorrelation of such modulations. Under-
standing the relationship between the properties of the input
features and the likelihood of success can help us identify
data points that are more likely to be correctly classified
using adversarially trained models. This can help us identify
samples in an unseen dataset for which we can trust the
classification label obtained from the adversarial model as
compared to the normal classification model. We analyze this
relationship using word tokens, which are low-dimensional
and human-interpretable.
Adjusted Probability of Success
We study the correlation between the lexical patterns of data
samples and the probability that those samples are correctly
classified. We focus on improvements in classifaction, mov-
ing from the normal model to the adversarial model. This
allows us to focus on improvement and mitigates the chal-
lenge that certain samples may just be particularly easy or
hard to classify. We define probability of success for a sample
as the PA,s (Success)where A can either be a normal (normal)
classification model or an adversarial classification model
(adv) and s refers to the index of a particular sample. We
calculate PA(Success) as the ratio of the number of times a
model correctly classifies a given sample to the total number
of fifteen runs. If a sample is correctly classified across all
runs by adversarial model, the Padv (Success) for that sam-
ple would be 1. But we want to concentrate on the gain in
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performance of using adversarial over normal classification.
It might be the case that this sample is correctly classified
across all runs by normal classification model as well, the
Pnormal (Success) for that sample would be 1. In this case, we
do not see any betterment as a result of using adversarial
training paradigm. To mitigate the above limitation, we de-
fine adjusted probability of success in the following manner:
We define adjusted probability of success (APS) for sample
s as: Padv,s (Success) − Pnorma,sl (Success). When the APS is
greater than 0, the sample is more accurately classified using
the adversarial model. When the APS is less than zero, it is
more accurately classifed using the normal model.
Features
Our goal is to correlate APS with interpretable lexical fea-
tures.We use the Linguistic Inquiry andWordCount (LIWC) [38]
tool. LIWC assigns a predefined category to a word based on
its association with social, affective and cognitive process.
These categories have been shown to be highly predictive of
both emotion [21], spontatenity [9] and stress [45].
We form a twelve length feature vector for each utterance
by counting the number of words that fall into each of the
nine LIWC categories (adverb, pronoun, social process, nega-
tion, positive and negative emotion, insight, tentative and
certainty). We normalize the feature vector by how many
words in the utterance. We augment this feature vector to
include: (1) fillers (e.g., “uhh”), hesitation (e.g., “like”), and
discourse markers (e.g., “so”) and (2) content rate, defined as
the number of words per unit length of time. The final feature
vector comprises of all the above mentioned categories.
Discussion
Decorrelating Stress.We report the Pearson correlation co-
efficient and the resulting Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted [4]
p-values that we obtain between each feature in the vector,
and the APS for each sample. We perform this assessment
for both the activation and valence normal and adversarial
lexical models. We focus on the cross-dataset case in which
the models were trained on MuSE and tested on IEMOCAP
(in Table 6). A large positive correlation between a category
and APS implies that samples with larger numbers of words
in a given category are likely to be classified correctly more
often given the adversarial model versus the normal model.
• Activation recognition: APS is significantly positively
correlatedwith the presence of words that relate to: Ad-
verb (0.217), pronoun (0.165), positive emotion (0.154),
certainity (0.138), fillers (0.154), discoursemarkers (0.141),
and content rate (0.196).
• Valence recognition: APS is significantly positively
correlated with the presence of words that relate to:
Adverb (0.177), negative emotion (0.143), fillers (0.182),
content rate (0.178).
Table 6: Correlation between LIWC features and APS due to stress
decorrelation, for activation and valence. p-values are Benjamini-
Hochberg adjusted for multiple comparisons (α = 0.05). p-value
codes: ‘**’<0.01; ‘*’<0.05; ‘-’<0.1
Act. Val.
r p r p
LIWC
Adverb 0.217 ** 0.177 *
Pronoun 0.165 - 0.082 *
Social Process (social) 0.084 - 0.001 -
Negations (negate) -0.018 - 0.005 -
Positive emotion (posemo) 0.154 * 0.093 -
Negative emotion (negemo) 0.086 - 0.143 *
Insight -0.021 - -0.012 -
Tentative (tentat) 0.074 - 0.101 -
Certainty (certain) 0.138 * 0.116 -
Hesitation
Fillers 0.154 * 0.182 *
Discourse marker 0.141 * 0.111 -
Content Rate 0.196 ** 0.178 **
This finding is consistent with previous research [32], where
the authors have shown that there is often an increase in us-
age of function words and intensifiers in stressed conditions.
So, for example a sentence "I am really really sad about los-
ing my pen" would have more likelihood of being correctly
classified by the adversarial model compared to the normal
emotion classification model. Hence, we can hypothesise
that an increase in the likelihood of correct classification of
samples containing these intensifiers occurs due to reduced
weightage of adverbs in adversarial training paradigm.
There are fewer significant categories for valence than for
activation. This is consistent with the results in Table 4 for the
lexical modality. Although we see a significant correlation be-
tween filler words and APS for activation classification [12],
we do not observe the same for discourse markers and pres-
ence of social process words. The absence of significance
in these cases implies that though these values are markers
of stress, the normal classifier is still able to learn reliable
representations invariant of stress for predicting the correct
target label, resulting in negligible impact on classification
performance when decorrelating the representations.
Decorrelating Spontatenity. We do a similar analysis
for analyzing lexical properties of samples that were aided
by decorrelating spontaneity. We report the Pearson cor-
relation coefficient and the resulting Benjamini-Hochberg
adjusted [4] p-values that we obtain from the LIWC features
and APS for both emotion axes lexical-based classification
models (trained on IEMOCAP; tested on MuSE) in Table 7.
• Activation recognition: APS is significantly positively
correlated with the presence of words that relate to:
Pronoun (0.138), negative emotion (0.137), tentative-
ness (0.155), certainty (0.191), fillers (0.221), discourse
markers (0.189) and content rate (0.165).
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Table 7: Correlation between LIWC features and APS due to
spontaenity decorrelation, for activation and valence. p-values are
Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted for multiple comparisons (α = 0.05).
p-value codes: ‘**’<0.01; ‘*’<0.05; ‘-’<0.1
Act. Val.
r p r p
LIWC
Adverb 0.121 ** 0.088 -
Pronoun 0.138 - 0.016 *
Social Process (social) 0.132 - 0.166 *
Negations (negate) -0.003 - -0.011 -
Positive emotion (posemo) 0.122 - 0.161 *
Negative emotion (negemo) 0.137 * 0.148 *
Insight 0.017 - 0.099 -
Tentative (tentat) 0.155 * 0.112 -
Certainty (certain) 0.191 * 0.172 *
Hesitation
Fillers 0.221 ** 0.119 *
Discourse marker 0.189 * 0.122 -
Content Rate 0.165 * 0.144 -
• Valence recognition: APS is significantly positively cor-
related with the presence of words that relate to: Social
Process (0.166), positive (0.161) and negative (0.148)
emotion, certainty (0.172), and content rate (0.144).
The results suggest that there are identifiable linguistic
properties of samples whose likelihood of correct classifica-
tion benefits from the model trained adversarially to decor-
relate spontaneity and emotion representation as compared
to normal classification model. This is especially true for
the use of words in the certainty category for both emo-
tion dimensions and all hesitation categories for activation.
Spontaneous speech has been shown to have more of these
words in [9]. Scripted content has been shown to have more
exaggerated displays of emotion through words and facial
expressions [20]. Controlling for the weights assigned to
words in positive and negative emotion categories using the
adversarial model, leads to better classification of samples
that are comprised of these word tokens.
6 CONCLUSIONS
This work focused on the interplay between stress and emo-
tion in the context of automatic emotion recognition.We first
showed that the presence of stress affects the performance
of emotion recognition models. We then observed that these
effects vary depending on modality (acoustic or lexical) and
task (activation or valence classification). We then showed
how decorrelating stress modulations from emotion repre-
sentations aids the generalizability of the model. Next, we
showed how a similar method could be used to control for
variations due to spontaneity; facilitating the generalizabil-
ity of the model. Finally, we identified human interpretable
lexical markers that correlate with successful generalization
of the model; especially concentrating on samples that are
aided by decorrelation of stress and emotion representation.
Our results suggest that an extraneous psychological fac-
tor, such as stress, can significantly impact the performance
of emotion recognition systems bothwithin and across datasets.
As a result, extraneous psychological factors should be ac-
counted for when collecting data for training emotion recog-
nition systems, especially when being used to predict labels
of data that may or may not be modulated by those same
factors. We then show how proactive decorrelation of this
confounder can improve generalization of the model to other
dataset at time of deployment.
For future work, we will consider the trade-off between
cross-dataset generalizability andwithin-dataset performance
to make better informed decisions about which invariances
to enforce. We will look into how other factors such as trust
levels, social setting and conversation topic) influences emo-
tion expression, and how we can make models that are adapt-
able to such varying scenarios.
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